EXTRA LESSON
Developmental
Assessment

Assessment Summary*
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Constitution
Touch Sense
Orientation in Time
Gross Motor/Proprioception
Spatial Orientation
Body Geography

•

Direction & Goal
Early Childhood Reflexes
Midline Barriers

•

•

•

Mirroring / Crossing

•

Movement Patterns
Balance/vestibular/postural

•

•
•

Fine Motor - Eye
Fine Motor - Hand
Fine Motor - Pencil Grip

•

Fine Motor - Speech
Laterality pattern
Hand
R

Foot
R

Eye
L

Ear
R

Timing, rhythm & tone

•

•

Sequencing

•
•
•
•
•
•

Memory - auditory
Memory - visual
Memory - movement
Attending & imitating
Foundations for literacy
Foundations for numeracy

•

Other - see notes

*Key
1 = Easily accomlished all tasks in this area
3 = Need to keep an eye on development in area
5 = Immediate need for developmental support
Blank box = Not assessed
Laterality: M = mixed/uncertain
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Student: Aaron Smith

Current Grade: 1

Assessment date: 1/31/2008
Birthdate: 11/26/2000

Report Date: 2/11/2008

Age at Assessment: 7 years, 2 months

REASON FOR ASSESSMENT & OUTLINE OF ACTIVITIES
At the request of his class teacher, I provided a spot-check of Aaron’s
developmental progress; we would like to find ways to help Aaron improve
classroom attention, participation and accomplishment. My Educational Support
Team colleague Susan Tunkey assisted as observer.
OBSERVATIONS - Strengths & Concerns
I first observed Aaron in his classroom setting. He was frequently not on task or
remaining with the group during a group activity. However, in the one-on-one
assessment environment he appeared to cheerfully enjoy being pushed to try
harder, stay focused and work on new skills. Aaron is not yet able to jump rope.
Due to his weight he is limited in many gross motor tasks. He retains some
younger-stage movement patterns; for example, he used a mixture of hand and
foot choices for everyday tasks. However, Aaron seems to have fully integrated
his early-childhood relexes. He had noticeable difficulty during several
sequencing activities. Aaron’s fine motor control for eye movement (eye
tracking) is not yet established: his eyes jump quite a bit while following a
moving target.
RECOMMENDED ADDITIONAL HOME ACTIVITIES
Aaron appears imaginative and healthy - keep up the good work! In my opinion,
Aaron is right-handed but sometimes chooses to use his left because of his left
eye dominance and his early-stage movement pattern. I would be pleased to
schedule a parent-teacher conference to discuss home activities that would
augment Aaron’s progress.
IN-SCHOOL SUPPORT PROGRAM RECOMMENDATION
I recommend that Aaron be provided two to three Extra Lesson sessions a week
to help him attain foundations for greater classroom progress; a form describing
this is enclosed.
ADDITIONAL ASSESSMENT RECOMMENDED
We will continue to keep an eye on strengthening Aaron’s capacities for
academic success.
Respectfully submitted,
Jeff Tunkey, Extra Lesson Teacher

